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This publication :.a cr-^ormô principally with the rav materials 

required for tue mui:¿.:Hure of refrt Tories essential * - the various 

industries which use hi:¿V.  tenpi-ratuie procsssoo. 

Four nain groups aro considered, namely tho alumino-silicatos, the 

basics range, monolithic cr;r.poaitlcns and special refractories. 

The aluBlno-eilicatei; range from virtually pure alumina to pure 

aille» and they include the important mullito and calcined kyanite class 

and alao refractory clays. 

It is in baaic refractories that the most important technical advances 

have been made in recent year«.  The use of high purity magnesias and 

dolomites and thoir conversion into products of high density and hardness 

has led to qualities able to withstand the demands of tho new oxygen* 

enriched steel-melting processes» 

Monolithic refractories, particularly castables and mouldables, have 

fourd favour in recent years largely because of their cheapness and greater 

ease of installation over conventional brick shapes.  The important 

requirements of these claasea of refractory are detaileo, an also are the 

specifications of each type. 

Special refractories tra considered both in te*-ma of new materials such 

at  »ircon, beryllia, etc., and of techniques of manufacture such as fusion- 

casting, fibre formation and the production of insulating bodies. 

Tho important uses of refractories have leen described in the context 

of acceptable chemical and mineralcgical compositions.  Alternative materials, 

their implications both economically and technologically, aim thoir potential 

use in developing countries have baen given due consideration. 
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L* monografie que aquí  se resume trata principalmente de las materias primas 

necesarias Para la manufactura de materiales refractarles cuya utilización eB esencial 

Para las  diversas  industria, que  emplea proceso, de  fabricación con  temperatura, 

elevadas. 

be examinan cuatro erupo,  principales,   a .aber,     lo. aluminosilicatos,   la  -um 

de materiales refract . rie, básicos,   la, composiciones monolítica y lo, materiale, 

refractarios especiales. 

Los aluminesilicatos abarcan desee la albina nráticamente pura h .sta la sílice 

pur,, y se cuentan entre ellos los pertenecientes -, la importante clase de la mullit-, 

v de la cianita calcinada,   -sí como las  arcillas refractarias. 
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3n la esforo, de les nitori.'-Ics refractarios básicos os donde ne han registro,do los 

progresos técnicos más import?Jiton or. Ion últimos años.  La. utilización de magnesias y 

dolomitas de gran pureza, y su conversion on productos de oit", densidad y durerò., ho, 

permitido conseguir productos capa<-OL- de satisf~oer lao, exigencias de los nuevos 

procesos de obtención do -.core al oxígeno, 

Los mo.xerio.les rofrcictarios monolíticos, en particular los compuestos móldeosles,* 

tienen mucho, aceptación en los últimos año:-;, debido principalmente a su bajo costo y a 

quo son mis fáciles du inst clor que los ladrillos de formas convene i orioles. Se porme- 

norizan los requisites import o-nt un aplicables o. estos olo.ses de materioles refractarios, 

así como las öspecifice.eicnos correspondientes o cada tipo,. 

Los materiales refractarios especióles ae examinan tanto desde el punto de vista 

de los nuevos nrteriales --el zirconio, la berilio,, etc.- como de las técnicas de 

manufactura, por ejemplo, el colado por fusión, lo formación do fibro.s y la producción 

de materiales aislantes. 

Las aplicaciones ir.portantjs de los materiales refractarios se han expuesto en el 

marco de composiciones químicas y mineralógicas aceptables.  Tombión se h .an tenido 

debidamente en cuenta otros posibles w.teriales, así como las consecuencias económicas 

y tecnológicas de su utilización, y las posibilido.dos existentes al respecto, en los 

países en deso-rrollo. 
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1. 

I.      NATURE OF REFRACTORY MATERIALS. 

Many industrial processes involve high temperatures.     The function 

of refractories is to contain the heat and the materials which are being 

heated.     Although the ability to withstand heat without melting or 

deforming is a prime requirement of refractory materials, other 

characteristics are frequently important.      These include resistance to 

erosion and corrosion by gases, liquids and dusts, the ability to withstand 

•udden changes in temperature and specific thermal-Insulation properties. 

The principal application of refractory materials is in the iron and 

sterni industries.      Temperatures of up to 1700°C are frequently involved 

and often corrosive dusts, molten slags and metals have to be contained in 

and transported through resistant materials.     The melting and heating units 

are usually of large sise so that refractories are required in large tonnages. 

Frequent replacement and reliaing is necessary.     Suitable refractory 

materials must therefore be available in quantity and they must be relatively 

cheap and easy to fabricate, sometimes into highly complex shapes. 

The refractory materials of commerce are mostly confined to naturally- 

occurring minerals.     With the exception of elemental carbon - in the form 

of graphite - theme may be regarded as oxides or mixed oxides of some of the 

•ore common elements of the Periodic Table. 

Table 1 shows the melting point of the important oxides which are to 

be found in refractory materials. 

When two or more oxides are present im a mineral form either as mixture« 

or mm compounds, some melting will usumlly occur at temperatures below the 

melting point of the individual components.     A combination of strongly 

acidic and alkali oxides emn produce very low melting point mixtures and 

alkmli oxides arm particularly troublesome impurities, especially im 

siliceous mixture«. 
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Tabi« 1.      The Melting Point of Important Oxides 
Found in Refractory Material«. 

— 1 

Period I 

Li20 

1700°C 

B«0 

2570°C 

B2°2 
577°C 

A12°3 
2050 

Si02 

1728°C 

  

Period II 

N*2° 
1275 

K2° 
430 

MgO 

2820 

CaO 

2572 

SrO 

2430 

Period III 

Sc20, 

2430 

~i2o3" 
2410 

Ti02 

1850 

Zr02 

2720 

Cr2°3   1 
1970ÔC 

Fe203(Fe0) 

1210°C 

Period IV 

Period V 

BaO 

1923 

u2o3 

2315 

Tb02 

2470 

The oxide» quoted in Table 1 include those which occur most commonly 

in surface mineral« and rocks.     Some of these nave a high melting point 

thus enabling a wide range of refractory materials to be manufactured.      The 

alkaline earth oxides, particularly magnesia, are chemically basic in 

addition to possessing a high melting point;    these are most valuable in 

steel-manufacturing processes where basic slags and dusts pose additional 

hazards in the melting operation.      On the other hand, silica, derived 

from natural quarts or related minerals,  is an acidic refractory capable 

of resisting iron oxide and similar duets.      Alumina and alumino-silicates 

are also refractory combinations of great value in industrial installation«. 

In large scale applications,  it is customary to use refractory 

material« which are commonly occurring and which do not require much 

bmneficiation from their natural form.     As high temperature technology 

advance«, however, there i« an ever-increasing demand for refractories 

capable of withstanding extreme conditions of temperature, stress and 

corrosion.     For these purposes special oxide compositions are finding 

favour;    these include sircon and zirconia, beryllia, rare earth oxides, 

thoria    oxide« of uranium and several others.      In this same category may 

b« included some synthetic «pecie« «uch as carbides and nitrides of silicon 
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boron and tungsten, all of which combine excellent refractory qualities 

with other important properties such as hardness and thermal shock 

resistance.      Refractory metals of which molybdenum and tungsten are 

excellent examples are also being used for apecialist applications. 

Refractories thus cover a wide range of raw materials and product 

applications.      From several points 0f view, however,  it is convenient 

to consider them under four main groupings.     These are: 

i)    The aluaino-silicate range, extending from high-purity aluminas to 

silica bricks containing +99* Si02 and embracing the important fireclay, 

siliceous, and kyanite groups. 

ii) Basic refractories including magnesia, chrome magnesites, dolomites, 

forsterites, etc. 

iii) Mouldable and castable compositions which differ from the previous 

two groups in that they are applied as coatings or gunned or rammed 

structures as opposed to fired bricks and shapes. 

ir) Special compositions either in bricks, shapes or monolithic form. 

Refractory material* are defined as subtstances which have the capacity 

to withstand high temperatures without undue melting,  shrinkage or distortion. 

Although there is no definite stipulated lower limit, a softening point of 

1500°C is usually regarded as a minimum and some materials melt in excess 

of 3000°C.      Because of the complexity of composition of most refractory 

materials, they do not have a definite melting point, but a range of 

temperature over which they become progressively »öfter.     For this reason, 

the refractoriness is defined in arbitrary values assessed on the equivalent 

performance of standard cones on a rising temperature test.     A cone value, 

baaed on Seger, Orton or similar standards is frequently quoted and the 

äquivalent melting temperature assessed from tables. 

Although a refractory material is usually defined and classified in 

terms of its melting characteristic«, other properties may be of greater 

i 
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importance.      In large industrial furnaces where high stresses are 

frequently encountered it is the refractoriness-under-load which nay be 

of the greatest significance.      Metal-melting furnaces need to be lined 

with refractory material capable of resisting erosion and corrosion by 

molten metals and slags.      In other applications, an ability to prevent 

the escape of gases or to retain heat, necessitates close textural control 

of the refractories.     Thermal shock resistance or the capacity to withstand 

fluctuations in temperature can hare considerable significance in some 

instances.      These and several other properties frequently need to be 

taken into account in selecting suitable refractory materials for use in 

particular applications. 

Refractory materials are not only diverse in chemical and mineralogical 

compositions, they also embrace a wide range of shapes and sises.      The 

unit most widely employed is the standard modular brick, rectangular in 

shape, but end and side wedges and bricks elongated or tapered in one or 

more dimensions are commonly required.     Massive blocks with dimensions 

greater than 12 ins. are necessary for certain applications.     The user 

industries call for a wide range of special shapes, often of intricate 

design.      Trumpets, runners, noazles, spouts,  checkers are but a few 

essential shapes to the steel and other industries.     Modern high temperature 

technology often involves structures so complex that conventional pre-fired 

refractory shapes cannot be incorporated;    for such purposes, castable 

mixtures and ramming compositions have been developed and these are now 

widely employed. 

It must be accepted that some refractory products call for such 

sophisticated manufacturing techniques and raw materials that high technical 

skills are essential.      However, by far the greater tonnage of refractory 

materials needs relatively cheap and easily accessible minerals which can be 

manufactured by standard and versatile machinery.     Experienced management 
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coupled with careful worksanship can produce an acceptable quality capable 

of Meting most of the dennds of Industrie« which Involve high temperature. 

It Is not possible to present accurate figures for the tonnages of 

refractories of the various types which are required by a particular country. 

So »ich depends on the method« used in the various high temperature 

industries and their output. 

If a steel industry is established, it will be the biggest user of 

refractories by far and the associated iron-making and foundry practice 

will also be large consumers. 

Table 2 shows a simplified summary of the U.K.  utilisation of 

refractories in 1970. 

Indupfrrr 

Steel-making 

Iron-making 

Foundries 

Ceramics 

Cement 

Glass 

Others 

Totals 

Table 2.     Calculât«! Usage of Refractories 
in U.K.  (1970). 

ÌT09 Of rtfrmctory used (tonnage m i,t«n. t jç3) 

ilumino-Sillcate        Basics Monolithics 

176 633 

118 

31 

73 

10 

29 

61 

955 

13 

6 

U 

3 

21 

233 

224 

42 

54 

13 

2 

4 

JL4 

353 

The British steel industry produoed 27.6 x 10   m.tons in 1970. 

Countries with a greater proportion of basic oxygen vessels for steel 

production would use considerably less refractories per ton steel, 

particularly those of the alumino-silicate type, but the consumption of 

monolithics would be likely to show a substantial increase. 
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II.      ALUMINO-SI LI CATE RANGE OF REFRACTORIES. 

On a tonnage basis, over 70$ of all refractories used in industrial 

practice are of the alumino-si li cate type.      If the grogs used in ca stable 

and nouldable compositions are also taken into account the figure is even 

higher. 

Alumino-8ilicates are the most prolific of the earth's surface rocks. 

Several species are of high refractoriness and the clay varieties are easy 

to mould by simple techniques into dense refractories of standard or 

complex shapes. 

The end members of the series alumina and silica have melting points 

of 2130°C and 1730°C respectively.      The two components form a eutectic 

system but in the absence of other components the minimum point at which 

liquid can occur is 1595 C at a weight composition of 9% AlpO- and 

91% Si02. 

The phase equilibrium diagram of the two component« (Figure I )  shows 

the ;nain features of alumino-siHcate refractories.      High alumina 

compositions consist predominantly of corundum ( oL -alumina) but as the 

silica content is increased the mineral mullite 3Al20-.2SiO? becomes the 

major crystalline phase.      Mixtures in the silica-rich section of the 

equilibrium diagram contain cristobalite, the high temperature crystal 

modification of pure silica. 

These same crystalline modifications are to be found in the commercial 

refractories manufactured from maturai alumino-silicate minerals and the 

refractoriness of these products shows the same general trend of the 

theoretical diagram (Figure II).     This is all the more surprising because 

the commercial refractories contain impurities which cause liquid to develop 

at low temperatures tending to reduce the melting point. 



It is mainly the alumina-silica ratio which determines the 

refractoriness of this class of materials but it is iaplicit that to be 

suitable as refractories,only minimal quantities of alkalies,  iron oxide 

and other impurities can be permitted. 

The refractoriness of a wide range of alumino-silicates can be 

calculated fro« the chemical composition by a technique attributed to 

Ludwig.     Fro« a chemical analysis of calcined material the molar ratios 

of each oxide component a/e calculated.      The composition is then 

represented as a molecular formula m which the proportion of Al^ is 

taken as unity.      The general formula is: 

xd^O • RO). Al^.ySiCL. 

^0 1. the molar percentage of alkali oxides Na20 and K^O. 

RO la the molar percentage of divalent oxides such as 

CaO, MgO and FeO (iron oxide should be calculated as FeO). 

Titania  (TiCL) is included with 3i0„. 
* 2 

From the formula calculated in this way, graphs can be compiled relating 

the refractoriness to the alumina : silica ratio and the content 0f fluxing 

oxides.     Figure III is a chart in which x in the formula is the vertical 

and y the horizontal axis.      I so-refractory lines corresponding to various 

Seger cones can be drawn from prior experimentation and hence the refractory 

value of any composition ascertained with a fair degree of accuracy.      At 

all A^OySiOg ratios, approximately 1.3$ by weight of Na20 reduces the 

refractoriness by about one cone value (20-30°C). 

Alumino-ailicate refractories may be subdivided into various categories 

depending mainly on their composition. 

High n "pi p,| 

Refractory compositions containing more than 98% A1203 by weight belong 

to the field of special ceramic».      They have a limited but important use in 
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that they can with.tand forature, in excea. of ^ and ^ ft ^ 

rang, of erosion and corroaion condition..      Refractor!*« of thi. 

•xc.ll.nc. ar. usually »anufactured by sophisticated technique. fro. 

•xtre^ly pure raw »ateriala;    they are d.nae - soae are co«pletely 

non-porous to gas - so they are formed by high pressure methods and fir* 

to a temperature at which sintering or partial fuaion occur. (• 1750
oC). 

Soae are actually formed by fusion methods. 

The raw material, for thi. class of product are derived fro» bauxite, 

but only after they have been purified to Bayer alumina by intense chemical 

mmm.      The aLaost-pur. trihydrate of alumna i. then calcined and heated 

to produce a dense aggregate known a. .inter* alumina.     Tabular alumina 

i. another rery pure, highly calcined for» of alumna which i. »o.t valuable 

in .peciml refractory composition.;    it i. «-99.5* Al 0 . 

High alumina c<»po.itions ar. hard, re.i.tant to erosion and to -any 

corro.iT. «at.ri.l. and of high r.fractorine...      The.e are used a. furnace 

lining., a. runner, and no»le. for a variety of industrial proce.s... 

Alumina refractorie. »ay be defined a. tho.e containing not 1... than 

88* Al^ by weight.     They are »anufactured fro. bauxite, which are low 

in iron oxide content. 

âaUXiil i. the general Da- giren to lafritic-type of fonctions in 

which hydroxide, of alulna pr.do.inat..     In mo.t bauxite., the trihydroxide 

of alvadnm, gibb.it. A1(0B)3 i. the pr^io^aM typa but occa.lon.lly th. 

•oaohydroxid., diaspora A1O.0H ia to be found. 

The »oat common UM of bauxite i. i» th. »»»ufacture of aluminium but 

th. ore 1. . »taMi refractory raw »at.rial, particularly when th. iro. 

oxide confnt i. low (1... than 2*).     unfortunately bauxite, of thi. 

quality ar. rar. and «xfn.iT. occurr.no.. ar. arailabl. only fro. Guymma 

and China at the present tin». 
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The chemical requirement» for a bauxite suitable for refractory 

quality is at follows;    the values are calculated on a calcined basis. 

A1,0,       85   - 95% CaO     ) 
23 )    0.0 - 1.5 

Fe203       0.6 - 3.3 MgO     ) 

SiO, 2.0 - 9.5 K?0      ) 
¿ ¿       )    0.0 - 0.5 

Ti02 1.5 - 3.5 Na20    ) 

Only those of the highest alumina levels are suitable for alumina 

bricks, but others find use for aluminous qualities. 

Bauxite is an ore body produced by tropical monsoonal weathering 

conditions of parent rocks of the basalt or rhyolite type.      They are 

calcined before being manufactured into shapes to avoid excess shrinkage 

and frequently mixed with snail amounts of highly refractory clays to 

assist in forming and subsequent processing.      Bricks and shapes need to 

be fired to high temperatures, circa 1600 C to produce hard, dense masses, 

but such products make excellent refractories able not only to withstand 

high temperatures but also slags, dust and a high degree of thermal shock. 

For these reasons they are commonly employed in the roofs of electric arc 

furnaces for steel melting. 

Aiwiram Refractories« 

Although the terminology of this class of refractories is not 

Internationally standardised, for many reasons it is convenient to classify 

alumino-silieates with between 45 - 88% Al^O, by weight as aluminous.      As 

will be shown in the next section, a true fireclay cannot exceed 45% Alo^i 

by weight on a calcined basis so that a higher alumina level implies the 

presence of rich alumina-bearing minerals or components. 

There are three important but very different categories of refractories 

in the aluminous range, i) those termed alumina-enriched fireclays, 

11) those baeed on the alumino-sillcate minerals kyanite, sillimanite and 

andalusite, iii) synthetic mixtures based on mullite. 
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1) AlMllW-.nr1.-tM fl^py,,.      So« natura!^ occurring f^^, 

confín proportion, of th. hrdroxld.s of .lu*».,    so» bauxite. contalIl 

•IV ». l^urlt,,    in addition so». r.fr.ctorles ar. nanuf.ctured fro. . 

.ynthetio Irtur. of . good fir.ol.jr or china clay and bauxite.     The 

r.,ult. ar, a high aWna/slllca ratio and heno, a g„^ r.fr,otorin.s, 

«I«, although th. i.pro•.nt, ln oth„ propertle, suoh M refric{oriTOM_ 

underload and th. ahlllt, to withstand „It.n slags and ..tal. ar. not so 

-rkad.      Co.po.itio». throughout th. aluMnous rang. ar. »nufaetured 

ud ar. produoed «^ by adjusting th, ratio of fir.cla,, and bauxite or 

calcined bauxite. 

In order to produce a hard,dense aluminous refractory from 

clay/bauxite compositions a high kiln-firing temperature i. required but 

thiB results  in a large shrinkage and a tendency to distortion.      The 

product is usually rich in a glassy phase which is not always acceptable. 

However, im tenia of straight heat resistance at temperatures up to 1800°C 

these materials are excellent and economical. 

"> Sl^e-based "fi^orlM-      An important group of high alumina 

refractories is made from the three alumino-silicate minerals, kyanite, 

andalusite and sillimanite, all 0f which hare the composition Al203.Si02. 

toflitft occur, the most frequently;    large deposits may be found 

usually in ma.sive rock for., metamorphosed by heat and pressure.      Pure 

crystals of up to 3 in. in length «ay be present in an interlocking 

pregate contalmated with small amounts of pyrophyllite and quart,. 

Kyanite is also present in schistose materials, where kaolinlte has be.» 

hydrothermally altered.     Most deposits of kyanite are insufficiently pure 

in their maturai state and hare to be purified by froth flotation methods. 

•Jdaluaitft is less common, but deposits are worked for refractory 

purpose..      The principal for» i. a ma..iTe, metamorphosed rock, but fairly 

pur. sample, are occasionally found which hare been weathered from mich 
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rocks tod deposited elsewhere as lilt or «and. 

Silllaanlte  is alio uncommon but unlike kyanite, silliauiite 

undergoes scarcely stay change in volume on calcining and the raw 

material can be used directly in furnace settings without any pre-firing, 

Silliaanite result.« fro» the aetamorphism of pure clays and contains 

only minor amounts of quarta, biotite and cordierite, although there amy 

be snail amounts  of excess alumina as corundua (od-AXgOJ.    The chemical 

composition of typical samples of the three minerals is shown in Table 3, 

along with some characteristic properties. 

Topa». Al2SiO. (F,0H)2, is converted into mullite when heated to 

1300°C and so can be used in the manufacture of high-alumina refractories, 

Table 3.     Composition and Properties of 
some Alumiao-silicates. 

Kyanite 
(S. Africa) 

Andalusite 
(California) 

Silliaanite 
(Assam) 

per cent per cent per cent 

sio2 35.5 33.9 35.7 

Fe203 

61.2 

0.9 

57.6 

1.6 

62.3 

1.7 

TlOj 

CaO 

1.1 

0.1 

1.5 

1.3 

0.2 

Trace 

MgO 0.2 0.8 0.1 

Ka20 

K20 

0.1 

0.1 ( 0.6 
( 
(Trace 
( 

Loss on ignition 1.2 3.Î 0.7 

Refractive ladle«« 1.713-1.728 1.623-1.645 1.657-1.684 

Spsoifio Gravity 3.6 3.1-3.2 3.08 

Hardness 7.5 7.5 7.5 

Voluas change oa 
caloiaiag 

•20* •4* •0.5$ 
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The three mineral, kyanite, .illicite and andalusite on heating 

to high temperature, all undergo structural changes to the minerals 

mullite and cristobalite 

3(Al203.Si02)      »      3Al203.2Si02 *    Si02 

mullite cristobalite 

The calcined for» has a density of 3.03 whereas the origin! mineral. 

are higher - kyanite very much .ore so (see Table 3).      Consequently in 

the transformation to .ullite . large volume increase occur, which would 

disrupt any brick or shape in which the mineral were present. 

It is usual therefore to precalcine the original »inerals to about 

1600°C prior to use in refractory compositions.      Nevertheless,  such bodies 

nave e»ell.nt properties because they are so rich in inter-locking crystals 

of -ullite.      They will withstand high stress loading almost up to their 

softening point. 

A body composed of calcined kyanite will contain about 70* mullite 

where., a mixture of cUy and bauxite is unlikely to produce more than m 

of the mineral even after prolonged firing. 

iii) frattale frill He.      A high refractoriness coupled with the tendency 

of the mineral to for. a hard, dense mass of needle-shaped crystal, re.ults 

in mullite being an excellent component of refractory compositions.      It 

tend, to form in many alumino-silicate compo.ition. on firing but it doe. 

not develop i. large, tough crystal, uni... . mixture of the ideal 

co-po.ition 1. raised al*>.t to the melting point.      If a low impurity chin, 

clay and a high quality alumina are intimately milled together in the correct 

proportion, to produce mullite SAl^^Sit^ and then calcined in the range 

1750-1B00°C a high percentage of cry.tal. formsand an excellent compoment 

for refrmctorie. i. produced.      The product can be cru.hed and used a. grog 

in either conventional refmotorie, or in oa«table and mouldable composition«. 
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Refractory Clavs. 

Although clays are one of the aost abundant «inermi fona« of the 

earth's aurface, those which are refractory and capable of withstanding 

the condition» in high temperature industrial plants are relatively few. 

Refractory clays, however, represent the aost important single class of 

raw «ateríais for high temperature applications as far as tonnage is 

concerned;    they range i« composition from 20-U/6 A1203 on a calcined 

basis. 

All clays are of secondary geological origin;    that is, they are the 

breakdown products of pri«ary igneous «asses.      Usually their formation 

is through the agency of si«ple weathering processes, but occasionally 

hydrothermal me cha ni ans are implicit.      Although «any complex reactions 

are involved,  the «tin features are: 

a) A physical breakdown of primary rock and a consequent reduction in 

particle size. 

b> A chemical attack in which new mineral lonas develop,     *feny of the 

new ¿pedes are termed clay mineral^. 

The secondary minerals along with those which are relatively unaffected 

chasJically by the breakdown processes may be transported by natural agencies, 

ultimately to be deposited when favourable conditions exist. 

There are two major classifications of refractory clays, namely 

rjiiayal - „here the material is found in the location in which it is for«ed; 

these include lateritic-type clays, and, «dimenata - when the clay has been 

transported in some way and deposited elsewhere. 

miwrttlwglgai Conpoajtlgn,.     Although clays contain «any minerals often of 

considerable chemical complexity, those which are truly refractory are mostlj 

of simple type.      Three mineral species generally predominate and the 

relative contents of these determine «ost of the essential properties of 

refractory clay materials. 
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1.  Kaolin-type clay minerale, with a chemical composition corresponding 

closely to Al^SiO^O or a structural formula of Al(Si05)(OH) 

Such materials confer both a refractory character and plasticity todays 

in which they are present, but when they are heated they usually show high 

shrinkage due to their high water loss.      .hen in a pure state they are not 

easy to fire and shape, made fro» them shrink and distort excessively. 

2. Micaceous mineral, and other alkali-bearing minerals which behave as 

fluxes or liquid-forming components in clays. 

3. Silica minerals, principally quartz, are of common occurrence in clays, 

and their presence increase, the Si02 : Al^ ratio which thereby reduce«' 

the ultimate refractoriness as shown by Figure II. 

Free silica mineral, in clay, reduce drying a,.d firing shrinkage and 

in many other way. are of benefit in processing operations, but excessive 

amounts of quartz can cause problems of thermal shock in refractory settings. 

Accessory minerals, for the most part, are detrimental to the 

refractory qualities of clay, and hence they must not be present in 

substantial amounts.      Iron-bearing minerals and those containing alkaline 

•arth elements behave a. colouring agents and fluxes, although not usually 

to such a serious extent a. the alkalies.     Carbonaceous matter may be 

difficult to burn out and cause, black-hearts or bloating in bricks. 

Titanium-bearing minerals in clay behave in a similar fashion to free silica. 

In most refractory clay., the acce..ory mineral, rarely exceed 10 per 

cent of the total weight and frequently the combined content of clay 

minerals, mica, and free silica make up more than 95 per cent. 

The refractory nature of clay, is intimately related to the alumina/ 

-ilica ratio and to the alkali content;    hence the relative proportions of 

clay mineral, free silica and mica, are of the greatest significance. 

Table ¿ li.t. .everal typical fireclay., their calculated mineralogica! 

composition and the properties which reault. 
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TABU¿ H 

Properties and c omposition of Typical Alumino-Silicate 
iireelays ior Refractory Purposes. 

Chemical Comt>. 
Semi- 

a 
si lied 

b 
Siliceous 

a       b 
Low duty 

a        b 
Medium duty 

a           b 
High duty 

a       b 

Si02 86.5 77.0 72.6 61.4 59.6 57.1 43.4 43.6 45.0 46.7 

A12°5 
9.1 14.2 18.2 24.9 24.5 28.4 34.6 36.7 38.0 37.9 

Ti02 0.4 1.3 0.8 1.0 2.5 1.3 1.4 2.4 0.8 0.1 

*2°3 0.4 1.4 2.1 1.8 1.1 1.7 3.6 1.8 0.4 0.7 
CaO 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.8 0.2 0.8 0.7 0.1 0.5 
MgO 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 1.0 0.3 0.7 0.5 0.2 0.2 

¥ 0.2 1.5 0.8 2.9 1.9 1.1 2.3 1.1 0.2 0.6 

Na20 O.u 0.6 0.2 0.9 0.3 0.2 0.7 0.4 0.1 0.2 

loss on ignition 5.2 3.6 5.6 5.9 8.2 9.7 12.2 12.4 14.4 15.4 

MineraloKical Conro 
Kaolin-mineral 
Mica 
Free silica 
Others 

23 
2 

76 
1 

20 
18 
5«? 

3 

38 
9 

51 
2 

52 
32 
52 
4 

45 
19 

' 51 
7 

61 
11 
24 
4 

62 
26 
5 
7 

80 
13 

1 
7 

93 
3 
0 
4 

89 
7 
2 
2 

Fired Properties. 

Firing Temp. °C 
Volume Contraction 
Bulk density 
Strength (lb/in ) 
Porosity (app) % 
Refractoriness 

1400 
0.1 
2.1 

3000 
16 

1250 
0.2 
1.9 

2000 
24 

1350 1200 
3.2   6.3 
2.0    1.9 

2500 1500 
21     24 

1250 
8.3 
2.0 

1800 
23 

1350 
li.6 
2.1 

5000 
20 

1320 
12.0 
2.1 

3500 
22 

1450 
16.2 
2.2 

4500 
19 

1550 
22.0 
2.4 

5000 
14 

1500 
15.2 
2.2 

5000 
20 

(P. CE.) 
ftefractoriness- 

52 28 29 29 29 50 32 33 55 34 

under-load 
Initial yield 

5% subsidence 
10$ subsidence 

Reheat Test 

1450 
1500 
1570 

1370 
1430 
1490 

1400 1300 
1470 1340 
1550 1370 

1320 
1370 
1450 

1370 
1450 
1530 

1380 
1440 
1500 

1400 
1500 
1590 

1520 
1620 
1700 

1420 
1500 
1620 

1350°C •0.1 +0.1 •0.2 -0.7 -0.4 -0.3 -1.0 -0.2 0.0 -0.1 
1410°C +0.2 +0.3 +0.2 -1.6 -1.5 -1.2 -0.9 -0.5 0.0 -0.5 
1450°C 

1500°C 

•0.8 -1.2 -1.0 -2.8 - - + 1.8 -1.1 -0.4 -0.7 
-1.0 - - - - - bloat -2.2 -0.6 -1.0 
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Th. prue!. or e^UU». .i„ „f th. aiMr.l. ¥hich .„ ^ 

in «fractorx eia,. M ^^ th. „„«^ ^^ ^ ^ % 

con.id.rabl. ,rt.nt.      u^.^^ smMt rMot TO ^ ^ 

tbo» cf .ltìaar ocpo.ition but of flMr ory5talut> jiM_ 

Wh.n r.fr.ctory cliJr. a„ hMtsd u Ugh ^^^ thv 

daccpo.. and th.n „„ .,„ 1>portent rMcUoM ^ i( ory>uiiiMUon 

within th. .X^no-sUict.. ivoirin, th. for»Uon „f ^^ „, 

«ri.tob.iit., .nd a, Uquld forMtlon whlch oooij to a ^ ^ 

Th... two ph.no-,», n.a.ly orjr.talllaation and gl... fonilltlM 

d.t.•i„ th. .hoi. charter .nd proport, of . cl.y-b...a ^^ 

i 1«. aux (or .Itoli) =ont.„t t.pli.. „^ llquld for»tlon „, 

cr,.UUi„tion action, would fnt^mU.     For th..„ ^ ^^ fa ^ 

•Ut. approaching ,qulilbrltt. or compl.tlon) ^ ^ ^^ ^ 

*» to h. high tut th. product would o. .trou« „.„ .t high Uafmtmt 

art und.r pr...ur. c,c.u.. r.ilur. could occur on* b, rupturing th. 

crystal» theaselves. 

On th. oth.r ha*, 1, th. flu* cont.nt 1. high, th. llouid which for» 

P.«.t„ th. ... .„d on cooling th. „.ulting gllM hind. th. .hap. 

tog.th.r.     i .trong, d.n« „factor, „7 tbu. h. produce .ft.r only 

»d.rat. firing condition, but,., thi. product 1. r.h«Ud, th. gl... 

prcgr...!«!, *. .„d th. »t,rU1 lg ^ im^ ^ f ^ ^ 

pr...ur, .t f.1,1, ^ t.^^..     In otner Mrdi) it ^ ^ ^ 

r^ctorin«.^.^^ propyl...     »... f.ctor. a„ .^ ^ ^ 

Tabi. 4. 

ÎTWI Of BifnntOlT (TUn.     »« . cl^ to b. troj, rrfr.ctory, natural 
pro...... of toIm%lon ^ „,„ #Mur<d thât ^^ Mnttinint ^ 

.tall and album. „rth rt--ta> ^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

•r. all at „minai l„.i.. a«, Mt,rU1, ,„ ^ rf ^^ ^^ 

«* th.y for. «a, . r.latlT.l7 »U ^.„Ug. of th. •,t tonnag. of 
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other clays found on the earth"g surface.      Howevec «any countries have 

suitable varieties although the geological origins may not always be the 

sane. 

China clava are generally regarded as being the result of the 

hydrothernal breakdown of felspars in granites.      The clays nay be found 

as in situ residual formations or as sedimentary formations close by the 

original source.      Some good kaolins, however, are undoubtedly the products 

of laterisatxon of an otherwise impure and non-refractory clay. 

The essential Binerai component of china clays is kaolinite;    some 

sedimentary formations contain more than 90£ of thie mineral;    residual 

deposits can often be readily beneficiated to yield an equally good or 

better product. 

As refractory materials, china clays are generally excellent but they 

are loose, unconsolidated clays, hence they are difficult to process because 

of their large shrinkage.      Some pre-calcination is usually an essential 

requirement before refractory shapes can be manufactured fro» china clays. 

Good china clays are rare and valued for other purposes so that their 

use - except in impure forms - for refractory purposes is limited.      The 

best varieties contain 4-0-44Ì alumina on a calcined basis. 

BalJ. clays are not unlike china clays in that they are mostly derivad 

d)  ectly from an Igneous formation in the near vicinity, but they are 

invariably sedimentary in origin and contain more impurities than china 

clays. 

The particle sise of ball clays is generally very small so that they 

are plastic and strong.     They are useful bonding components for refractories 

in which a high content of pre-calcined material (grog) is to be incorporated. 

Fireclays are the most common type of clay used for refractory purposes. 

The term was originally a general one used to describe all clays which will 

resist high temperatures, but nowadays, many ceramists regard fireclays as 
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ite «~t-arth. of coal .earn., although not all of the*, are refractory. 

Coal Msa.ure fireclay, of many qualitie. ar. known;    the example. 

quoted in Table 4 indicate a typical range.      In fxtural cheracteri.tic. 

there »ay al.o be considerable variation» fro« hard, flint-like material. 

through shales to sticky plastic foras. 

Fita* g^Yi are materials of an extremely hard, dense texture.      They 

are rich in kaolin clay minerals and contain only minimal amounts of 

i-puritie. deleterious to refractory qualities, but they are consolidated 

to such an extent that even fine grinding will not develop any significant 

plasticity. 

The high bulk density of flint clay, makes them especially valuable 

« components of refractory shape..      They undergo hardly any volume change 

on drying or firing, but because they are .0 lacking in plasticity they must 

be used either in conjunction with a sticky c]Ay or as a type of grog.      The 

...ential difference, in propertie. of various clays are shown in Table 5 

where in every case a kaolin mineral was the predominant species. 

Table 5. Physical Propertie. of Some Refractory 
Clay, in Natural State.. 

Bulk Density 

Water Content % 

Drying Shrinkage 
(volume %) 

Firing Shrinkage 
(volume %) 

China Clay 
(Georgia) 

2.04 

18.4 

15.6 

21.2 

Ball Cljiy 
(Dor wt) 

1.98 

25.2 

22.1 

18.4 

Fireclay 
(Scotland) 

2.39 
6.2 

3.3 

10.4 

Flint Clay 
(S.Afrioa) 

2.58 

1.2 

0.2 

3.4 

Firing shrinkage based on a product with a water absorption of les. 
than 2%. 

Qttfr rvfrtctanr Situ *re known which cannot be Included in any of 

the categorie, li.ted above.      Although moat clay, of recent geological 

origin and tho.e which occur a. surface deposit, are too rich in low melting 

i«purltie« to be oonaidered a. refmotorie«, there are exception». 
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Occasionally, unusual physical conditions during formation, transportation 

or deposition can result in a clay which is low in iron, alkaline earth 

and alkali elements, so that reasonably good refractory qualities sight 

occur in any deposit.      It is not unusual to find specific levels of clay 

in a brick-making quarry which are appreciably more refractory than the 

average for the whole face.      Such seams are often exploited on a limited 

scale to manufacture a refractory quality suitable for lining the brick- 

making kilns. 

The important advantages of refractory clays are that they are easy 

to mine, they require little complex or expensive processing, they can be 

manufactured either into simple brick form or into complex shapes with low 

cost, uncomplicated equipment and they can be fired to good dense refractories 

without the need for very high temperatures. 

Despite these advantages, the fireclay refractory is declining 

seriously in modern high temperature practice.     This is due to the changes 

in steel-making practice as a result of basic oxygen processes and to & 

lesser extent to the introduction of castable and mouldable compositions 

which require less labour for installation. 

Nevertheless, refractory clays are important refractory raw materials 

indigenous to many countries and suitable for numerous applications in the 

high temperature industries, including steel, particularly when highly 

automated units using basic oxygen are not involved. 

Slllfiinill RtfrmCtaTY ClaTl»     Although the phase diagrams (Figures I and II) 

suggest that alumino-silicates with a silica content in the range 80-95% «re 

the lowest im refractory value, materials of this composition are excellent 

for certain applications.      The raw materials for such refractories arm clays; 

ri ah in free silica (quarts) but with the minimum of other impuri ties. 

When such compositions are heated to high temperature, the liquid which 

forms is highly siliceous and tends to be very viscous so the material does 
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not yi.ld or .lu,* rmdily.     In addition the quart, tend, to convert to 

other cry.tallin. for« of .ilioa, .uch a. cri.tobalit. and tridy.it. and, 

in .o doin*,  it expand, and .itigate. the contraction tendency acco.panving 

the formt i on of liquid. 

Silicou. and ^ad-.ilic. refractorie. are valued therefore for their 

«torn stability.      Th.y shrink only .lightly on firing and pre.erv. their 

si.e and .hape in furnace installation, for considerable period, of ti» 

provided that exce..iv. te.per.ture. <• U50°C) are avoided.      Steel billet 

»caking pit. are an .xcell.nt application for .iliceou. fir.clfty product-. 

toautaUül, Al2O3.4SiO2.H2O, i. an i«portant raw tteri.l used for 

refractori.., electro-cerwic bodie. and in the »nufacture of tile.. 

The inermi i. thought to have been formd by the hydrotherml replace-nt 

of acidic Tolcanie gla.....     it 0CCur. in ...siv. flake-like for«, not 

unlike 1c, but .öfter and .ore brittle.      Pyrophyllit. i. valued for it. 

low shrinkmg. on firing - it l0... it. water of constitution at about 600°C 

and fo«. «Olite and cri.tobalit. above 11C0°C.      An analy.i. 0f a typical 

•a-pl. .hov. Si02 77.4 p*r cent;    A^ 16.5 per cent;   F.^ 0.5 per cent; 

MgO 0.05 per cent,    CO 0.a per cent;    Ka20 0.22 per cent;    ^0 1.26 per 

cent,    and lo., on ignition 2.87 per c.nt.      Siliceous brick, of excellent 

voli«, .tability up to 1500°C can be «de fro. it. 

Siile*  qrlffkj 

Sllio. brick, are usually mde fro. rock containing at least 71 par 

cnt of .ill«, but th. following rang, of co^o.ition is accepted: 

Sillea 95     -99* Titani. 0.2-2.5$ 

Aluaim 0.1-   2.8 U», 0.2-2.4 

Iron oxide     0.3 -1.3 s^ k PotMh   Q2 _ ^ 

Alulm 1. an unda.irabl. i«purity and for each 0.1* A^o   in the 

co.po.ition, th. mximm Uiftbl. fparatur. of th. refractory i. décris«! 

by 10°C. 
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The raw material for aille* refractories can range fro» high density 

consolidated quartzitic rock to loose uncompacted silica sand or pebbles. 

The «aterial »ay be well-crystalline,  cryptocrystalline or amorphous. 

Neither quarti nor amorphous silica  is   stable at high temperature 

and on firing they convert to other crystalline forms of silica, namely 

cristobalite or tridymite.     If the kiln firing is incomplete further 

conversion is liable to occur in use and this change is accompanied by a 

large volume expansion.      Silica bricks need to be fired to a high 

temperature  (about 1450°C) and maintained there for some coneidérable time 

during manufacture.      Quartzites with some amorphous component are best and 

the addition of lime or iron oxide as catalysts is of assistance. 

Silica refractories are good, cheap products ideally suited to many 

high temperature operations.     'Hie best are capable of withstanding 1700 C 

under stress condition.      They are unable to withstand serious alkali slag 

attack and they are liable to thermal shock if allowed to cool between 

f'.( ree reheats.      îi.-iwver,  'ountt [t-.i, without i?vH. :..;<!» nous basic refractory 

mat';rials and with a small steel industry not baaed on oxygen furnaces will 

find many economical outlets for silica.     Iron melting cupolas, for example, 

can be lined with hewn ganister blocks which do not require firing before use 

Silica sand is widely used in ramming compositions and in foundry 

operations (see Chapter IV). 

In modern steel plant practice, the fired silica brick has been largely 

superseded by other types of refractory so that its tonnage usage mowmdays 

is drastically reduced. 

Suggestions for further reading: 

R. rf. Grimshaw, "Chemistry & Physics of Clays and other Ceramic Ateríais",   ; 

Ernest Benn Ltd., 1971. 

W. E. Worrall,   "Raw Materials", Inst, of Ceramics Textbook Series No.l, 
Maclaren & Sons Ltd., London, 1965. 
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III.  B4SIC REFRACTORIES. 

Alumino-silicate refractories, particularly those which are clay-based 

and contain «ore than 55% Si02, cannot withstand basic slags of the 

co-position and te»perature encountered in the modern steel industry.  The 

temperature at which certain steels are refined can be as high as 1800°C; 

viscous lime slag., often with fluorspar additions, are employed to ensure 

that acid components are effectively removed from the metal; the air or 

o*ygen blast is at elevated temperatures and it is frequently charged with 

high velocity dust, rich in iron oxide.  These conditions can be endured 

only by refractories which are themselves basic in character. 

Reference to Table 1 (page 2) shows that the alkaline earth oxides 

are of high refractoriness and are chemically basic.  But of the fire 

oxides in Group II 0f the Periodic .ystem, beryllia is rare and toxic, lime, 

strontia and baria cannot be heat-stabilised adequately.  The only oxide 

which can form satisfactory refractory materials is maimesU.  Modern 

technology has now partially overcome some of the serious disadvantages 

of the lime component in calcined dolomite, so that this mineral can also 

form a useful range of refractories. 

No other mineral or ohemical form can be manufactured into succeesful 

basic refractories to be used on a large scale, but chrome ore has proved 

to be a useful additive to -agnosia compositions.  Silicates of magnesia, 

provided that the molar ratio of MgO:Si02 is not less than 2:1, also have 

limited application as basic refractories. 

Magnesia R^fr«^^ 

Some common forms of magnesia-containing minerals will decompose on 

calcination to give the oxide.  Although when formed in the 5OO-70O°C 

temperature region, magnesia is caustic and readily hydrates, it can be 

converted to a stable form known as afrlcjaje. by heating it at temperatures 
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in excess of 1500°C. 

Tb» principal magnesium Binerai» which are mad in the manufacture 

of magnesia refractories are: 

Mum««<n« oarbonate or ma¿nesj¿i (WOj  which OCCUTB in two »in 

Tarie ties, a) a spathic or coarsely crystalline form, and, b) a dense 

orypW-crystalline type which is usually purer than the former.  These 

are precipitation minerals formed naturally fron sea waterj impurities 

of silica, line, iron oxide and sons clay are liable to be present and 

occasionally graphite derired fron decaying vegetation.  Subsequent 

consolidation by overlying strata and by land movements gives rise to a 

hard dense body. 

¡fcfnfff<ii» hydroxide or brucite Mg(0H)2 which is nuch less common than 

the carbonate and is rarely as pure. 

Sea water magnesia produced by che chemical treatment of sea water is 

now the most important raw material for magnesia refractories.      The 0.7$ 

magnesium salts in solution - which is the normal concentration in sea 

water - can be recovered virtually quantitatively as the insoluble 

hydroxide simply by making the water alkaline with slaked calcined limestone 

thus: 

MgC^ CaClg 

or • Ca(0H)2    »     Mg(0H)2 • or 

1%80^ CaSO^ 

(in solution ) (insoluble) (soluble) 
(in sen water) 

The precipitated magnesium hydroxide oan be filtered, washed aid 

calcined to about 1500°C to produce stable periolase. 

The type and amount of impurities in the pericias« are all-important, 

beoauM some of these combine together and with magnesia to form complexes 

of low melting point which seriously reduce the refractory qualities. 

However, by carefully controlling the conditions of precipitation it is 
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possible to reduce the impurities to a very low level and produce a 

superior quality essential for the stringent conditions of an oxygen 

vessel or similar application. 

When magnesia i. fired in the for» of refractory shapes or to make 

grog, any impurities react both with the magnesia and within themsel•. 

often to produce compilen of low melting point. 

alumina i. a serious inpurity and in best quality refractories it 

should not exceed 0.5*.     Iron oxide i. less hanaful but it should not be 

present in aaounts greater than 1.53t. 

The ratio of CaO:Si02 is important and must be controlled at about 

2.5:1 molarj    the silica content should be maintained below 1.0% by weight. 

If the boric oxide content of «agnesia is allowed to exceed 0.02* a marked 

reduction in high temperature strength result«. 

High quality magnesias are now manufactured to meet the stringent 

condition« imposed in oxygen-blown vessel« in the steel industry.      These 

conform to the above chemical specifications but care has to be taken to 

ensure high density and strength. 

The precipitated Mg(0H)2 is firstly lightly calcined to about 900°C 

to remove all combined water and to produce an »active- oxide.     This is 

then pelletised at high pre««ur« and finally calcined at about 1750°C. 

Thi« produce« a grain of high den.ity and low porosity which i« then crushed 

and graded to form the raw material from which brick« and shapes are 

prepared.      These are usually pressed at about 10 ton«/sq.ln. and fired to 

at least 1750°C or chemically bonded. 

•ot all magnesia refractories «re manufactured to these stringent 

condition«.     Chrome/magne«ite refractorie«, gunning and fettling composition«, 

foraterite synthesis and other application« can be manufactured from lower 

quality magnesia typical of natural minerals or the more uaual sea water 

product«.      Table 6 indicate, the range of compo.ition accepted for magnesia 
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producta of general application. 

Tabi« 6.     Ânalyaea of Typical Calcined Magneaitea. 

MgO 

F.203 

CaO 

Si0o 

Spathic 

80 - 92* 

0-4 

2-9 

1-6 

1-10 

Cryptocryatalline 

92 - 98Í 

0-2 

0-1 

1-5 

0-4 

SM Water 

85 - 95* 

0-6 

2-6 

2 -   5 

2 -   U 

The impunti«», although they for« low melting point liquida, do help 

in consolidating and denaifying the bricka and imparting hardneaa.     However, 

it mat be emphaeiaed that inferior quality baaic refractoriea gire markedly 

poorer performanceein ateel planta, cement kilna, etc., so auch ao that 

their benef ita in aoae applicationa oyer the auch cheaper and eaaier to 

Manufacture indlgenoua fireclay and Bilica refractoriea can at beat be 

•arginai. 

Dolomite Rmfractorlaa. 

Dolosi te or aagneaian lineatone la a magneaio-oalcium carbonate, the 

ohemioal foratila of which can be repreaented ideally aa MgCa(C0J2*     It iB 

formed either by co-precipitation of the carbonate! of calciua and magnealum 

from aea water or through the percolation of aolutiona rich in magnealum 

aalta through lineatone rock,with aubaequent replacement of calcium by 

magneeium. 

On calcination,dolomite decompoaea into an intimate mixture of lime 

and magne aia;   after intenae heating, the magne a la will form atable periclaae 

wbereaa the lime retain« ita tendency to rehydrate no matter how hard the 

firing treatment.     Although thia ia a aerioua diaadvantage, calcined 

dolomite ia auch a good baaic refractory and the mineral form ia ao much 

more prolific and cheaper than magnesite, that dolomite ia used ext e naively 

particularly in modern ateel plant practice. 
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As is the casa with magnesia, unavoidable impurities associated 

with dolomite reduce the refractory quality.      The nain one3 are alumina, 

silica, and iron oxide which tend to fora liquids at moderate temperature 

and so reduce the ability of the refractory to withstand stresses at high 

temperatures. 

Dolomites for refractory purposes have to be selected with care to 

minimise the deleterious effect of impurities.      The range of composition 

of acceptable dolomites is as follows, but the superior qualities are 

derived from those materials with the minimum impurity levels and the 

highest magnesia: 

SiO„ 

FeO 

Fe203 

0.2 - 1.0% 

0.1 - 0.4 

0.2 - 1.5 

CaO 28     -   34% 

HgO 16     -   22 

UjO-j       0.1 -     0.7 

Loss on ignition     45.0 - 47.5% 

Th« rehydration tendency of calcined dolomite can be reduced in one 

of three ways: 

i) Chemically, by converting the Urn to tricalcium silicate by the addition 

of talc or serpentine and then hard firing.     Chemically stabilised dolomite 

bricks have their merits but they are difficult to manufacture and their 

high temperature properties are not good. 

ii) Pitch or tar-bonded.     In effect the unstable lime component in fired 

dolomites is shielded from atmospheric rehydration by a water-proof coating. 

The dolomite is calcined and crushed to a suitable sise grading.     Pitch or 

tar is added hot and blended with the composite which is then pressed into 

bricks or complex shapes of high density. 

This technique is satisfactory in that the bricks are well able to 

resist hydration durimg normal storage prior to being installed in the 

fornace.     Once they have been fired, however, the protectiTe layer is 

destroyed and if the installation is allowed to cool, rehydration can then 
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oeeur with potential disruption of the setting. 

ill) High density palletisation.     A calcined dolomite graia i» preparad 

by a two-stage firing process.     Initially a low temperature burn to about 

900°C produces a mixture of active oxidaa which are then pelletised.      The 

grains are dead-burned or wintered at a temperature of about 1800°C so that 

the product hai virtually no porosity.     The surface area of lime thum 

available for rehydration if dranatioally reduced and for most purposes 

the graine amy be regarded ae etable.     In addition the pellets are 

exceptionally strong and hard so that when they are compounded into block 

form - usually with pitch binder - the product is able to withstand ««rere 

erosion and corrosive slags. 

This method of stabilisation is now in general use and it undoubtedly 

produces a vastly superior dolomite refractory of great value as sido wells 

in electric arc furnaces, in the burning tones of cement-kilns and am 

linings for oxygen vessels in steel refining. 

Dolomite refractories enriched with magnesia to raise the MgO larve! 

are also successful;   the refractory qualities are improved, particularly 

the resistance to slags containing iron oxide and the rehydration tendency 

is markedly reduced.     A total »«0 eontent between 55-70* gives the best 

results. 

It is frequently assumed that because obróme ore is a common 

constituent of basic refractories, chromic oxide is itself alkaline im 

character.     This is incorrect;    chromic oxide is, in fact, acidic, but Its 

value in refractories     is associated with its capacity to play a major role 

in the formation of the spinel group of minerals.     Many of these are) highly 

refractory and form hard dense crystals, a vital prerequisite for refractories 

which are required to withstand high stresses and corrosive slags. 
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The raw «tarlai from which chrome-based refractor!«, are manufactured 

is chrome ore, the usual geological occurrence of which i« a. segregations 

in ultra-basic rocks. 

The essential mineral for» of chrome ore ia spinel which has the 

general form R2+O.R3+
203, 

where R     is a divalent cation such as Mg,Zn,Fe2''" 

and R     is a trivalent cation such as AI,Cr »Fe3** 

Chromite FeO.Cr^ or FeCr^ is the closest representation of the spinel 

for« in .oat chrome ores but there is considerable substitution of magnesium 

for ferrous iron and aluminita and ferric iron for chromium. 

Good quality chrome ores are not of common occurrence but there are 

several interesting areas of potential development particularly in Africa 

and S. E. Asia. 

It is not easy to specify compositional ranges for chrome ox« for 

refractory purposes.     It is essential that when the mineral i. fired, the 

maximum amount of spinel should develop with the minimum of low melting 

point accessory minerals.      Urne as GaO should be low in content and ideally 

the molecular ratio of CaO:Si02 should be in the range 0.5-1.0:1.     If there 

is an excess of lime over silica there is a tendency for calcium ferrite, 

alumínate and chromite to form, which all melt at low temperature.     A slight 

excess of silica over lime is les3 harmful because this will combine with 

•»gnesia to form the high melting mineral, forsterite.      Exceptionally high 

ferrous oxide (FeO) contents - in the range 25-30* - present problems of 

large volume expansion on firing although these can be largely mitigated 

by careful control of firing.     Acceptable chrome ores from various world 

localities vary considerably in the content of their major oxides as the 

following list indicates: 

Cp2°3 33 - 55% *0 10-20* 
*1203 13-30 CaO 0-1 

'•203 0-5 Si02 2 -   7 
'•0 12-30 
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Chrome orea are only rarely used nowadays as a refractory in their own 

right but when blended with dead-burned magnesia they form one of the most 

important classes of basic refractories.      The undesirable impurities 

alumina and iron oxide tend to enter a refractory spinel phase,  excess 

silica combines with magnesia to form refractory forsterite leaving only 

the minimum of low melting phases which reduce the refractoriness-under-load 

and increase the tendency to slag attack.      The magnesia used as additive 

must be low in lime. 

Both chrome-magnesia and magnesia-chrome refractories are manufactured 

in which the first-named component is the major constituent;    70/30 

compositions are commonly employed.      Bricks are manufactured either by 

chemically-bonding dead-burned graded clinker or by directly firing 

compositions in the range 1700~!800°C to develop adequate ceramic bond. 

îtegnesia/chrome composions have wide applications in the steel 

ii.'   stries and elsewhere wriTe high temperatures under basic corrosive 

.-   !     tions are lUely t- appH        :>l,tL-   a; >•   ^«r. h-arth f;, 'we 

wai,* and roofs, cement kiln burning   \.n>'"i :   .• \~*s w ^  r. -v  -..viUn'     ;.oeks 

are but a few examples of applications for this type o* reiw tory. 

Qualities vary depending on the purity of material, the methods used io 

forming (should be hard pressing), the density of the calcined grain and 

the intensity of the final burning.      The best grades are excellent 

refractories;    inferior grades can still be very acceptable, more so than 

inferior grade» of magnesites and dolomites. 

fnr»terlta Refractories. 

Refractories consisting essentially of forsterite 2MgO.Si02 hare a 

liad ted application as basic refractories.     Either a natural olivina or 

dunite rich in magnesia or a compounded mixture of talc, serpentina or 

steatite sometimes with magnesia additions are used as raw materiala. 

Ideally forsterite consists oí  57.1* MgO and 42.9'¿ SiC^on a weight baaii 
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SOM ferroua iron can enter the lattice but othtr iapuritiei auch ai 

lim and alumina for» low «elting point coaplexai.     Foreterita ia not 

ae good a« a refractory aa aagneaia and dolomita co»po.itiona but vhara 

raw aa tarlala ara available cheaply it can ba a worthwhile product.     It 

la uaad extenairelj aa a component of raaning aixaa in aome iiaHl ataal 

ladlai. 

Suggestiona for furthar raadingt 

J. White, Refractory Materiale Voluae 5-1, Acadeedc Presa j 
New Tork and London, 1970, p.77 ff. 

J. Laming ibid P.U3 

D. R. F. Spencer, Batic Refractory Raw >* tarlala, 
Trana. Brit. Cara«.  Soc., 71 (5) 123, 1972. 

J. Hala, J. Brit. Cara». Soc., 7, 42, 1970. 
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IV.      CiSTABLBS,  MOULD A BUS AMD CHSMI-BONDED COMPOSITIOBS. 

Although products known generally ss castables sud mouldables ars of 

comparatively recent introduction into ths refrectories industry, their 

present day usage and applications are extensive. 

The coapositions are composed a»inly of pre-fired refractory smtarlai 

or "grog";   in castables, s proportion of cementing agent, either hydraulic 

or chemical, is added so that the product air-sets and is then load-bearing. 

In aouldables, plasticity is conferred by clays or organic amterials which 

gire a snail degree of air-set, but ultimate high strength develops through 

a ceramic bond induced only after high temperature operation.      In cheaioal 

bonding a reagent is added to the grog mixture which develops a crystalline 

phase by chemical combination. 

Castable and mouldable materials can be applied in situ by a variety 

of techniques to fora a monolithic unit capable of complex design.      Cheai- 

bonded products can be used in the same way, but they are also manufactured 

into bricks and standard shapes which set hard and do not need kiln firing 

prior to their installation in furnace settings. 

The basic functions of these compositions are that, through the 

lubricating medium of water they can be easily installed in a furnace or 

moulded to shape and subsequently they will develop strength by virtue of 

heating in situ or by hydraulic or by cheaioal reaction without losing shape 

or contracting in any way. 

Castables contain a refractory cement or a chemical bond as am essential 

ingredient.     When mixed with water and the oomposite oast or gunned into 

pisce, the whole structure sets hard. 

Mouldable s are plasty    compositions usually made so by the inoluslea 

of a refractory clay.      They ^ m be rammed or pressed into place and although 

they do not develop high dry strengths they have minimum shrinkage om drying 

and firing and they develop a ceramic bond at high temperatura. 
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Raw H»t«riai SMcifv^iftn« 

1. ficsuti.      Because they usually Uk. up 60-90% of the total composition, 

the grogs or pre-calcined costituenti largely dictate the nature of the 

product in which they are present.      The range of suitable materials i. 

wide and only a few common ones are shown in Table 7. 

Other grogs which deserve special aention are those used in insulating 

castables;    these include calcined diatoaaceous earth, exfoliated 

vermlculite, bloated fireclay and bubble alumina. 

In preparing grog, for use in castables and mouldables, their physical 

properties are at least as important as their chemical composition.      In 

order to ensure high strength and low shrinkage, the grog must be dense and 

hard.      The practice of using .crap refractory bricks as grogs cannot be 

recommended.      The inherent high porosity and weaknesses of such material« 

•hould preclude their use and only grogs prepared by calcining lump virgin 

Minerals are truly acceptable.     As Table 7 shows, high bulk densities and 

the accompanying high degree of vitrification should always be sought. 

2. CfMirtl infl Bond«.      a) Tha cementing agents used in castables to give 

high dry strengths depend on the temperature at which it is to be used. 

Ciaent fondu and high alumina compositions are mostly employed but there are 

other proprietary cements.      These form hydrates in the presence of water; 

bonding is the result of interlocking crystalline growth throughout the mass. 

Tha dry strength which develops in a castable composition depends on the 

amount of cementing agent present, but high contents of cement reduce 

refractoriness and increase cost.      Most commercial mixtures are based on 

aithar a 1 : 6 or a 1 : J> cornant : grog ratio. 

b) Tha two best known example« of chemical bonds are phosphates (most 

commonly in association with alumine) and chrontes (combined with magnesia). 

The bond« are frequently added as acids (1-5% by weight) which react slowly 

with the particles of aggregate in the presence of water.      Sodium silicate 

end alulniu. sulphate aleo ara added a. chemical bonds, and some oxy-salt. 

ere frequently utilised. 
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e) In mouldable compositions, where high dry strengths are not required, 

the bonding agents are very different in character.      They are intended 

to confer just sufficient adhesion for the mass to hold together in the 

wet and dry states.     Plastic clays, up to 20* in amount, are generally 

preferred,but organic bonds    such as cellulose sulphite lye, dextrin, 

various gums,  «classes and starches ar« also in common use in amounts 

between 0.5 - 2.0* of the total composition. 

3. gy+SlflJ, ftddiUYea.      One advantage of castables and mouldables is that 

they can readily be 'tailor-made«  to suit any particular industrial 

requirement.      Occasionally special mineral additives prove advantageous. 

These include kyanite, valued for it. expansile characteristics and graphite, 

which is remarkably resistant to molten slags and metals. 

It is an obvious fact that all the components of a castable must be 

thoroughly dried before being mixed.      It is usual for the manufacturer to 

despatch the complete mixed dry ingredients in bags for water to be added 

immediately prior to installation. 

Chemically-bonded products may contain the additive premixed in solid 

form or supplied as a separate solution to be added with the mixing water. 

Mouldables are often delivered to the installation point with the 

requisite aaount of water already added.      No further mixing would be needed 

thus greatly reducing the labour required on site.      In the best practice, 

the mouldable is supplied as extruded, de-aired blocks of high density, packed 

in plastic bags. 

hrtigls SUe Distributions. 

Most coBpositions demand that the packing density of the installed 

material must be at a maximus, otherwise bonding is incomplete and shrinkage 

in service i« likely to occur.      The normal rules of good packing must be 

rigidly obeerred.      A simple but excellent control is to represent the 

complete grading ,as determined on a nest of sieves,as a graph with the 
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percentage of Material above a certain sixe plotted againat the particle 

size (OP logarithm of particle size) in microns.      Fron the graph two 

important parameters can be calculated simply, a) the centre grain size 

or the size at 50% retention, and, b) the quartile ratio, i.e. the ratio 

between the micron size at 25% retention against that at 75% retention. 

For good packing this value should lie between 16 - 22.     Provided that 

the size distribution graph is smooth, this value of quartile ratio will 

ensure that the mix will have a dense packing but not be too impervious 

to prevent water release or gaseous escape. 

The centra grain size of a mixture must also be selected with care. 

For normal castables and mouldables a centre grain size of about 350 microns 

is preferred which implies a maxlnum size of U »Mh B.S.S.     If the product 

has to withstand high thermal shock, a coarser grading of about 600 microns 

centre grain size (maximum grading 3 mesh B.S.S.) is better.     When high 

abrasion or corrosion resistance is required a fine texture is essential 

with a centre grain size of 200 microns and a mtximum size of 6 mesh B.S.S. 

or less.     Gradings, particularly of mouldables, are best determined by wet aethodt. 

When chemical bonding is involved, it is essential that a greater 

proportion of the grog should be of very fine particle size - less than 

200 mesh B.S.S.      This is to ensure reaction with the chemical additive. 

APOllCIvlons, 

Because installation costs of conventional refractory bricks and shapes 

have become so high in recent years, castable and mouldable compositions have 

galaed in importance and application, particularly when complex structures 

have to be constructed.     Monolithic installations have the added advantages 

of being Jointless and they can be closely contoured to improve gas and 

liquid circulation, but the cheapness and speed of construction are the 

important factors. 

Castables and mouldables can be adapted to suit the particular refractory 
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raquira»enta of general application in high tamperatura practica. 

Chaai-bondad qualiti.s ara naca.sary for «trat condition, of arosion 

and corroaion although whar. high i»per«.bility, corro.ion resistane, 

or aachanical abrmaion ia inrolrad, conventional bricka and shapes 

frequently gira battar perforamnce. 

Wherever fraquant replacement» of refractoriea are anrüagad, aouldablee 

offar aarked advantage..     Runner., ladle., haarth. «re fraquantly linad 

with thaaa producta. 

»•wlif ffnmniltinnì 

Cloaely ralatad to aouldablee ara varioua co-po.ition. uaad for fettling 

or racing purpoaaa.     Thaaa ara uaually aflojad whan excessive vaar ia 

ancountarad ao that fraquant patching or replaçaient ia necessary. 

Baaic fettling and raning coapoeitione conalatlng mítíj of tar-bonded 

aagneeia or calcinad dolomite ara co-only uaad i« .taal aalting vassal., 

but aand-baaad producta ara baing increasingly prafarrad to convantional 

firabrick. in ataal ladlaa.      Tha requireaent ia a claan eand, well-graded 

but fairly fine-grained (cantra grain Bll. »bout 100 micron«),   « proportion 

of a plaatic rafractory clay ia alao aaaantial but thia must ba in minimi 

amount, conai.tant with good atrangth.     Tha clay ia aithar a natural 

component or it ia addad to tha aand during prooa.aing.     Zircon and olivine 

ia a aandy for» ara baing uaad on an increaaing scala for thaaa purpoaaa. 

Jointing compositions and rafractory lutaa ara manufactured from very 

fimely cruahad grog« and atada with acme clay or organic bond, fraquantly 

aodiua Bilicate or BOM othar chani-boad ia alao includad. 
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V.      SPECIAL REFRACTORIES. 

If one takes into account the recent rapid advances in refractor/ 

technology in the fields of nuclear energy, aerospace and missiles, gas 

turbines, energy production and distribution, and other exotic application», 

the number and type of new special refractories are legion.     This is largely 

because so aany other unusual characteristics have to be combined with a 

high melting po'nt.     It is not within the present context to discuss all 

the rarer applications,  but nevertheless there are several mineral forms, 

whilst not of common or large scale use, which are sufficiently important 

to warrant reference here. 

Sptcjll *fàfr*Qtorr gQlPvliUQB»* 

Carbon refractories - baaed on natural or synthetic graphite - are the 

only products manufactured en a large scale in which the main component 

is an element.        Carbon has the unique property of not being wettsd by 

molten slags or metals.       Ito melting point 1B in exceaa of 35ÛO C, but it 

is liable to oxidation above red heat if oxyge.i is freely available.      However, 

if this latter problem can be overcome, carbon has many interesting applications. 

Graphit« - especially very pure varieties - can be prepared by synthetic 

means from asphalt, pitch or some other organic species, but in recent years 

much more natural mineral has been used for refractories;    it is of 

•staaorphic origin and it can occur either in flakey or amorphous varieties. 

The former is the purer   and is used extensively in crucibles and for sosie 

bricks.     Amorphous graphite containing +90% C is an important component 

of ramming mixes to withstand molten metals and slags and also in foundry 

comportions. 

When graphite is used in r#>frectories,its oxidation tendency can be 

mitigated either by adding clay as a coating or by incorporating a ceramic 

fri    or glass which melts on heating and seals the graphite into an air-tight 

fora. 
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and fro« other «ources, but a complex chemical process is involved.      It 

i a an excellent refractory, aelting at an elevated temperature, but because 

of its rarity and high coat it is mostly confined to laboratory ware. 

Other rare earth oxides are also of interest. 

Siiiaan Carbide. SiC. is the only synthesised compound to be used on 

a large scale as a refractory.      It is prepared by fusing a mixture of pure 

•and and coke in an electric arc at temperatures in excess of 2000 C.      The 

resulting clinker of silicon carbide is hard and refractory, possessing some 

of the advantageous properties of graphite, but without the problems of 

softness and severe oxidation tendency. 

Silicon carbide refractories are made from the ground and graded 

clinker from the arc furnace,usually with added binder or chemical bond 

and then fired to • 1600°C.     The refractory is hard, very resistant to 

slags and metals, with a good thermal shock resistance and a higher 

electrical conductivity than most other refractories. 

Other carbide a may be prepared in a similar way but because of their 

high cost they are not used as commonly in refractory practice as is the 

silicon derivative.      Tungsten, titanium and molybdenum are produced on a 

limited scale and used mostly for applications other than refractories. 

Mltridea. particularly those of silicon and boron, offer exciting 

possibilities as the refractories of the future.      They are synthesised 

from the appropriate oxide or element which is heated in a nitrogen 

atmosphere.      The properties which these forms possess are unusual aad there 

is considerable potential scope for their development. 

Spaal«!  Tftflty flefrhfflll 

Some refractories may be regarded as special, not necessarily for the 

materials which they contain, but because of the way in which they are 

processed and the unusual character of the product. 

TMmUtlM RfiTlfltirlff-      In the context of heat, an insulating character 
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the high temperatures cf industry.     Porous bodies are therefore manufactured 

fro« many refractory compositions by incorporating into the mix some finely- 

divided combustible material such as paper-pulp,  saw-dust, pulverised coal 

or fine plastic powder.      These burn away on firing leaving a porous 

structure.      Porosity can also be induced by developing bubbles of air or 

gas during forming.      Insulating bricks of the whole alumino-silicate range 

and of basic compositions can be made in these ways.      Castable and 

mouldable insulating compositions are also manufactured. 

Fusion Cast Refractories.      Although the melting point of refractory 

materials is high, it is possible to fuse them in electric arc furnaces and 

to cast the resulting liquid into moulds so that, on cooling, a shape, 

virtually non-porous and of extreme hardness, is produced. 

The demand and applications for fusion cast refractories is increasing 

and many different compositions are now manufactured.      These include alumina, 

•oliite, magnesia, mag-chrome, zireonia, thoria.      Fused silica is formed 

similarly, but unlike most others it is a true glass on cooling. 

Refractories formed in this way are strong, hard and able to withstand 

enormous erosion and corrosion conditions.      They have to be prepared 

carefully;    long slow cooling is essential with seeding of the molten mass 

to ensure crystallisation,   (not for fused silica).      Thermal shock is 

frequently a serious problem, but otherwise fusion products are excellent 

though costly. 

Refractory Whiskers and Fibres.      Several methods have been developed for 

producing refractory materials in the form of thin continuous or long filaments. 

The techniques of fibre glass manufacture can be applied to a wide range of 

compositions and the fibrils so produced are super-refractory insulators, 

similar in structure to asbestos.     Alumino-silicate compositions in fibrous 

form are in commercial manufacture. 

Whiskers are fibres of extremely small cross-section.     They are usually 
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